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The epic "New York Times" bestseller by the master of international intrigue--now in

paperback--spans the lives of two friends from the riot-torn West Berlin of the 1960s to the grimy

looking-glass of Cold War Europe to the present day of terrorism and new alliances. --This text

refers to an alternate Audio CD edition.
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So let's get the politics out of the way first: LeCarre clearly is in vehement opposition the war in Iraq,

supports the notion of American "imperialism", and apparently counts himself among the European

neo-socialist elites. Too bad, and surely enough to infuriate me often enough while reading

"Absolute Friends". But despite the anti-American rhetoric in LeCarre's latest work, he is still by far

the most convincing and accomplished spy-writer of our times and, as "Friends" is proof, still

capable of spinning an engrossing and thought-provoking tale."Friends" traces the lives of two aging

radicals, very different in their backgrounds but very much the same in their commitment to all

causes counter-establishment. Ted Mundy, Pakistan-born ex-pat son of a patriotic but delusional

British Army major, is barely making it in modern day Germany as a tour guide. Living with a former

Turkish prostitute common law wife and her son, Mundy flirts with Islam while maintaining his British

roots but, paradoxically, still showing glimpses of apologetic pride in his British heritage. The

"absolute friend", Sasha, is an unrepentant and idealistic German radical for life. LeCarre takes the

reader back to late-60's Berlin, where Mundy and Sasha meet as students, forging a friendship

based in anti-establishment and anti-war idealism. Fast-forward a decade, where we find Mundy



and Sasha drones of the very bureaucracies they once despised. Mundy serves as a British Council

official dealing with cultural exchanges to Eastern Europe, while Sasha holds a position in the East

German Communist regime. Disillusioned by the differences between the communism of theory and

the Communism of the Soviet Bloc, Sasha begins spying on the Eastern Bloc for the west.

"Absolute Friends," a 2003 publication by renowned British spy author John LeCarre, is considered

by many reviewers to be one of his greatest works. It surely is passionate, powerful, and

well-written. It concerns the hapless Ted Mundy, whom we meet working as a tourist guide in

southern Germany. He has been a spy for the U.K. during the great glory days of the Cold War;

when the notorious cinder-block wall divided East from West Berlin, and the city was thick with

spooks. He has honors and awards; but then the wall came down, East and West Germany

reunited, somewhat unexpectedly, and he and friends were out of jobs. The Pakistan-born son of an

unreliable, irresponsible, heavy-drinking British Army officer and an Irish nanny has, since then, tried

to write, without success. He's also tried his hand at business, without success. Ditto, marriage. So

we now find him grubbing a bare living, trying to support a beautiful, former prostitute common-law

Turkish wife and son. We are, apparently, to believe that he's the sort who loves not wisely, but too

well; though readers may fail to see anything in his background that would make him such a

person.At any rate, Mundy has knocked around, Asia, Europe, even America. He has been caught

up in the great student unrest of the 1960s, particularly in Germany, where he had gone to study.

He has made a lifelong friend of Sasha, a crippled East German leftwing activist: for many years,

they've had an enjoyable, exciting, profitable game playing spy and counterspy for their respective

governments. But the glory days are long gone when Sasha reenters Mundy's life, bringing the

mysterious, billionaire philanthropist Dimitri with him. Will the friends make a killing or get

themselves killed?
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